Childhood adversity, mental health and suicide (CHASE): a longitudinal case-control linked data study of lifetime inpatient records associated with suicide.
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Objectives

We aim to respond to health care barriers experienced by immigrant and migrant (im/migrant) communities through community-engaged research using population-based multi-sectoral linked health and immigration data, alongside qualitative methods. We describe lessons learned with respect to analytic choices and interpretation of findings from data linkage research.

Approach

We linked Canadian federal immigration data and health data from the province of British Columbia to analyze access to health care services during the COVID-19 pandemic. Immigration data include date and class of arrival, level of education, language ability at arrival, countries of birth and origin, and other personal characteristics. Provinces also collect documentation of immigration status as part of ascertaining health insurance eligibility, data not previously used for research. Planning and carrying out this analysis involved people who come from different countries and have different immigration journeys, such as people with precarious im/migration status, refugees, workers and students.

Results

Findings underscore that care should be taken in choosing categories to group people using administrative immigration systems data that are relevant to research questions, considering class of arrival, current status, time since arrival, and language ability, alongside intersecting characteristics. In studying COVID-19 infection and access to care, current status (temporary or permanent) was particularly important, as this is tied to both workplace protections/risks and access to care. Time since arrival in Canada and language ability were important in examining questions related to health system navigation, including access to virtual and in-person care. Immigration information recorded at time of registration for provincial insurance offers a new opportunity to include immigration data in analysis, and is particularly helpful in studying impacts of temporary status.

Conclusion

A strength of linked immigration data is that it directly captures administrative categories that are modifiable and that structurally determine health. In interpreting analysis we must emphasize that immigration records and class captured at time of registration for health insurance reflect administratively imposed categories, but may not reflect identities.